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1. INTRODUCTION 
We assume throughout the paper that X is a continuous random variable having the probabil i ty 
density function (p.d.f.) f "  [a, b] --* (0, c~) and the cumulative distr ibution function F : [a, b] 
[0, 1], F(x) := f~ f(t) dr. By E(X) we denote the expectation of X defined by 
f b f b E(X)  := Ja tdF( t )  = t f  (t) dt, (1.1) 
and by ~r2(X) the variance of X defined by 
~,~(x)  :=  (t - E(X) )  2 dE(t)  = (t - E (X) )  ~ f ( t )  dt 
2 (1.2) 
= EX 2 - (EX)  2 = f _ t2f ( t )  dt - t f ( t )  dt 
J~ 
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The main  a im of this paper is to survey a number  of recent results of the authors concerning 
different inequalities for the expectation and the variance of X .  
Every section contains a short descriptive introduction related to the main  aims of that partic- 
ular section as well as about a number  of tools and known integral inequalities used. The  sections 
are: 
2. E lementary inequalities for the expectation and variance. 
3. Perturbed inequalities. 
4. Inequalities for a random variable whose p.d.f, is n-times differentiable. 
5. Other inequalities for the expectation and variance. 
The paper ends with a comprehensive list of references, ome of which are available on-line. 
2. ELEMENTARY INEQUAL IT IES  FOR 
THE EXPECTAT ION AND VARIANCE 
2.1. In t roduct ion  
In a recent paper [1], the authors pointed out a number of inequalities for the expectation, 
E(X) ,  and the variance, a2(X), from which we cite only the following: 
1 
0 < ~2(x) < [b - E(X)] [E(X) - a] < ~(b - a)~; 
o < [b - E (X) ]  [E (X)  - a] - ~2(x) ,  
(b - a)___~__~3 iiflloo, 
6 
< [B (q + 1, q + 1)11/q (b  - a)2+l/qllfll p, 
provided f E Lp[a, b], p > 1, _1 + ! = 1; 
P q 
where B(., .) is Euler's Beta function, i.e., we recall it 
~0 
1 
B(a,/3) := t~-I (1 --t) ~-1 dt, a, ~ > -1 .  
Moreover, i fm < f < M a.e. on [a,b], then 
m(b - a) 3 < [b - E(X)] [E(X) - a] - a2(X) < M(b - a) 3 
6 - -" 6 ' 
and 
a2(y  ~ (b - a)a I < x/~(b - a)3(M - m) [b E(x) ]  [E(X) a] l \ - - !  
6 I - 60 
In this section, following [2], we point out some additional elementary results. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
2.2. The  Resu l ts  
The following lemma holds [2]. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a continuous random variable having the cumulative distribution function 
F :  [a,b] --* [0,1]. Then, 
~2(x)  = (b - E (X)  ) (E (X)  - a) 
1 ~b~b (2.5) 
+~-a  ( t - r ) (F (T ) -F ( t ) )  dTdt. 
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PROOF. Using integration by parts, we have 
b 
a2(X) = ~ (t - E(X)) 2 dF(t) 
= (t - E(X)) 2 F(t) - 2 (t - E (X) )  F(t)  dt (2.6) 
b 
= (b - E (X) )  2 - 2 ~ (t - E (X) )  F(t)  dt. 
Further, using Korkine's identity (which can easily be proved by simple computation), 
1 b 1 b h(t) g(t) 
b -  a h(t)g(t)dt = b -  a ~-a  dt 
/a /a + 2(b_ a) ~ (h(t) - -h( r ) ) (g( t ) - -g(~-) )  dTdt, 
we have 
Since 
and 
then, by (2.6) and (2.7), 
b 
~ (t - E (X) )  F(t)  dt 
1~ b f f  
- -  (t - E (X) )  dt  F ( t )  dt 
b -a  
1i°/.° 2(b- a) (t - 7")(F(t) - F('r)) d~'dt. 
f b (b - E (X)) 2 - (E (X)  - a) 2 
(t - E (X) )  dt = 2 
=(b-a )  (b-~+2a E(X) )  , 
b 
f F(t) dt = b -  E(X), 
a2(X) = (b -  E (X)  ) ~ - 2 [] b + a a-.22E(X) . (b- E(X)) 
t .  
l ] 
q 2(b - a----~ (t - r) (F(t) - F(T)) dr dt 
= (b - E (X) )  2 - (b + a - 2E(X)) (b - E (X) )  
b-a  
1 ~b~b( t_~. ) (F ( t ) _F (T l )dTdt ,  = (b - S(X))  (S(X) - a) b - a 
and the lemma is proved. 
REMARK l. Since the mapping F is monotonic nondecreasing on [a, b], then 
( t - r ) (F (v ) -F ( t ) )<_O,  foral l t ,  T6[a,b]; 
which implies that 
a2(X) <_ [b - E(X)] [E(X) - a], 
an inequality that was proved in [1] and [a] using two different methods. 
Inequality (2.9) can be improved as follow~ [2]. 
(2.7) 
(2.s) 
(2.9) 
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THEOREM 1. With  the  assumptions in Lemma 1, 
(b - E (X)  ) (E (X)  - a) - o2(X)  
b b 
>2 i ItlF(t) d t -  1 (b -E (X) )~ It[dr >0. - -  ~- -a  - -  
(2.1o) 
PROOF. In [4], Dragomir proved the following refinement of Chebychev's inequality: 
T(h,g) >_ max{IT(h , Igl)l, IT(Ihl,g)l, IT(Ihl, Igl)[} >-- 0, (2.11) 
provided (h, g) are synchronous on [a, b], i.e., 
(h(t) - h(T)) (g (t) -- g(T)) > O, for all t, ~- e [a, b], 
and 
T(h, g):= b -  a h(t)g (t) d t -  - -  
If we define h(t) = t, t E [a, b], then from (2.5) 
b-a  
~b 1 jab 
h(t) dt. ~-a  g(t) dr. 
1 
T(h, F) = b - a 
1 
b -a  
b b 
- -~  ~ ( t -v ) (F ( t ) -F ( r ) )d ' rd t  
- - -  [ (b -  E(X) ) (E (X)  - a )  - a2(X) ] .  
Now, from (2.11), 
- ItlF(t) dt T (Ihl, F) b - a 
T (h, IFI) = T(h, F), 
T (Ihl, IFI) = T(Ih I, F). 
(b  - a) 2 It] dt F( t )  dr, 
Using result (2.11), we get (2.10). | 
REMARK 2. If a < b < 0 or 0 <: a < b, then the first inequality in (2.10) becomes an identity 
and is of no special interest. 
If a < 0 <: b, however, then 
b 
f f f  [tlF(t)dt = - l ° tF ( t )d t  + fo tF(t)dt; 
1 1 b-a  b -a  b -a  
and by (2.10), we get 
(b - E(X)) (E(X) - a) - a2(X) 
fo b ~a ° a2+b2 >_ 2 tF(t) dt - tF (t) dt 2(b - ~ (b - E(X)) >0.  
(2.12) 
Assume that f ,  f : [a, b] --* (0, c~) is the p.d.f, of X, then the following theorem holds [2]. 
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THEOREM 2. With the assumptions in Lemma 1, 
0 <_ (b - Z (X) )  (E(X)  - a) - a2(X) 
(b - a) 3 Loo[a,b]; 6 llfil~, i[f E 
< 2q2( b - a)2+I/al]fllp 
- (2q + 1)(3q + 1) ' 
(b - a)2; 
3 
where II" lip (P -> 1) on the usual Lebesgue norm. 
PROOF. Using (2.5), we may state that 
0 <_ (b - E (X) )  (E(X)  - a) - a2(X) 
l /b lab  ( i t )  = b -a  (t- -T) f(u) du dtaT. 
By the modulus property, we have 
0 <_ (b - E (X) )  (E(X)  - a) - a2(X) 
< ~-a I t-  "r I dt dT =: M. 
If f C L~ [a, b], then we can write 
* f(u) < I t - r I Ilfllo~, du 
for all t,T E [a,b], and so 
M <_ ~-a  Lt-rl lt-rl l l I I l~dtdr 
- -  ( t  - T )  2 dt dr = 
b-a  6 
For the second part, we apply H61der's integral inequality to write 
1 1 
i f feLp[a ,b ] ,p>l ,  -+-=1;  
p q 
= It - TI1/all:llp, 
where p > 1, 1/19 + 1/q = 1. 
In addition, 
M < ~-aj~ j~ It--TIIt--~l~/qllfllpdtdT 
-~ ~fg:/b [/t(t--T)l-I-1/qdT+/b(T--t)l+l/q dT] dt 
], (t - a) 2+1/q + (b - t) 2+1/q dt = 2]]fll,(b- a) 2+1/q 
(2 + 1/q) (2 + l /q) (3 + l /q) '  
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
and the second inequality in (2.13) is proved. 
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Finally, 
( ; )  - -  I t -  rt f (u)du dtdT M<-b_  a 
- -  b-al ~b[(t--a)2+(b--t)2]2 dt 
_ 1 [(b-a)__3+ (~3a)3]=(b-a)__.__._~2 
2(b - a) 3 3 ' 
and the theorem is completely proved. | 
Using the Cauchy-Buniakowski-Schwartz inequality, we have the following inequality [2]. 
THEOREM 3. If X and F are as in Lemma 1, then, 
0 <_ (b - E(X) )  (E(X)  - a) - a2(X) 
< (b - a)  3 
- 2v~ 
PROOF. Using the Cauchy-Buniakowski-Schwartz in egral inequality for double integrals, we 
have 
(t - T) (F (T) - F(t)) 
(jfab~ab ] ~l/2(~ab~a  )1/2 (2.17) 
<_ (t - T)2 dtd~-| (F(t) - F(~)) 2 dtdT 
However, 
f f  f f  (b - a) 4 (t - T) 2 dt dv = 6 ' 
f~ f~ (F ( r ) -F ( t ) )  2 d tdT=2 (b -a )  F2(t) dt - F( t )dt  
2 [(b- a)llFIl - (b- E(X))2], 
and, by (2.17), 
~b ~b dT dt 
and the first inequality in (2.16) is proved. 
To prove the last part of (2.16), we use the following Grfiss type inequality: 
b - a g2(t) dt - g(t) dt _< 4 (¢ _ ~/)2, 
provided that g C L2(a, b) and ~, <_ g(t) <_ ¢a.e. for t E (a,b). 
From (2.18), 
2 
since 
(2.18) 
sup F(t) -- 1 and inf F(t) --- O. | 
*e[a,bl tela,bl 
If it is assumed that the mapping f is convex on [a, b], then the following result can be obtained 
as well [2]. 
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THEOREM 4. 
b-a  (t_~_)2f t+ dTdt<[b-E(X) ] [E (X) -a ] -a2(X)  
(2.19) 
<_ (b 3a)  2 + a2(X ) _ (b - E(X)) (E(X) - a). 
PROOF. Using the Hermite-Hadamard inequality, 
ft ~ f(u) du 
{ +T~ ~t <_ --T--~ < 2 ' (2.20) f 
for all t,T E [a,b], t ~:-r, we have 
(t-T)2f(t-~+2T) <-( t - r ) (F ( t ) -F ( ' r ) )< f(t )+ 2 (2.21) 
for all t, r C [a, b]. 
Integrating (2.21) on [a, b] 2 and using representation (2.5) gives 
, (;) (t -- T )2 f  t___~T dt dr < 1 (t - T) (F(t) - F('r)) dt dT b -a  - b -a  
= [b - E(X)] [E(X) - a] - a2(X) (2.22) 
1 
<-b-a j,~ j~  2 
Now, 
Assume that the p.d.£, f : [a, b] ~ (0, c¢), is convex. Then, we have the inequality 
= (t-T)2S(t) dTdt= (t--T)2dT S(t)dt 
~b [ (_b-- t)3 + (t-- a) 3] 
= 3 f(t) dt 
(b - a) fb  -- 3 [(b - t)  2 - (b - t ) ( t  - a)  + (t - a) 2] f ( t )  dt 
Ja  
b-a  f f f  -- 3 [ (b -a )  2 -  3 (b - t ) ( t -a ) ]  f ( t )  d t  
(b a) 3 
(b -  a) [b  - 3 (b - t)(t - a)f(t)dt 
_ (b - a )___~ ~ + (b - a) [o~(x)  - (b - z (x ) )  (~(x)  - a)] 3 
using an identity (see [1]). 
Hence, 
1 
(2.23) 
(t_T)2 f(t) f(r) dtd'c= (b-a)2 + [a2(X)-(b E(X)) (E(X) -a) ]  
b-a  ~ - , 
and the second part of (2.19) is proved. | 
REMARK 3. The second inequality in (2.19) is equivalent o 
1 
[b - E(X)] [E(X) - a] <__ a2(X) + ~(b - a) 2. (2.24) 
REMARK 4. For b - a < 1/V~, then the result of Theorem 5 is better than that of Theorem 4. 
For b -  a > l/v/3, the opposite applies. It must be remembered that Theorem 4 relies on f being 
convex whereas Theorem 3 does not. 
The following representation for the absolutely continuous p.d.f., f : [a, b] --+ R holds [2]. 
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LEMMA 2. Let X be a random variable having the p.d.f., f : [a, b] --* R absolutely continuous on 
[a, b]. Then, we have 
a2(X) = (b - E(X)) (E(X) - a) (b - a) 2 
6 
1 b b 
2(b-a )~ f~ ( t -v )  (~t  (u t y )  f , (u)du) dtdT. 
(2.25) 
PROOF. We use the following identity which holds for the absolutely continuous mapping g : 
f b g(a)+g(b) (b_a)_ fab ( a+b)  g(u) du -- 2 u 2 g'(u) du, (2.26) 
and can be easily proven by using the integration by parts formula. 
We know that 
(E(X) - a) (b - E(X) ) - a2(X) 
1 
- b(t -- T) f (u )  du dt d'r 
b -a  
- b- la ~a ~a [f(t)+f(r)2 ( t - -T ) - -~t  (U_ t  ~_____~T)f(u)du] dtdT (2.27) 
1 ~b ~a b ( f ( t )+f (T ) )d td  T 
-- b -a  (t - ~')2 2 
1 b b t 
However, observe that (see the proof of Theorem 4) 
1 fb f.(t_T) 2 ( f ( t )+  f('c)) dt d, 
L:= _~j~ j~ 2 
= a2(X ) + 31 L[(E(X) - b) 2 - (E(X) - a)(b - E(X)) + (E(X) - a) 2]J 
Using (2.27), we have 
(E(X) - a) (b - E(X)) - ¢2(X) 
1 [(E(X) - b) 2 - (E(X) - a) (b - E(X) ) + (E(X) - a) 2] =  2(X) + 
1 b b t 
which is clearly equivalent to (2.25). 
Using Lemma 2, we are able to obtain the following bounds [2]. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that f is as in Lemma 2. Then, we have the inequality 
[b_ E (X) ] [E (X)_a l _a2(X)  (b-~ a)2 
q2 IJf'llp 
2(3q + 1)(4q + 1)(q + 1)1/, (b - a) a+Wq, 
IIf'll  - a) 3. 
24 " 
1 1 
if f '  e Lp[a,b], p> 1, - + - = 1, 
P q 
(2.2s) 
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PROOF. Using equality (2.25), we may write 
(b a2(X) - (b - E(X) ) (E(X) - a) + --~6a)2 t 
(2.29) 1//// //( ) 
-< 2(b -a )  ]t-'c I u t + f'(u) dtdT := N. 
Now, it may be easily shown that 
= I11'II~ (t - r) ~ 
4 ' 
for all t, r e [a, b]. 
Also, by H51der's integral inequality, we may write 
[~t (u_ ~_~_) f,(u)du < ~t f,(u)[P du WP ~t [u_ ~_~ q du l/q 
[[t--r[q+l] 1/q It -- - r l i+ l /q  
-< ]l/'l]~ [2q(q+ 1) = ilI'llp 2 (q+ 1)1/q 
for all t, r 6 [a, b], and further, 
sup ~ j~ If'(u)ldu 
< it - 71 
- 2 Ill'Ill. 
Consequently, 
{ [If'll~ (t - r) 2 if f '  6 Loo[a, b]; 
4 ' 
~t ( ~_)  du 't-'rll+l/q f' Lp[a,b], p > X, 11  u -  f'(u) <_ I]/'llp -2(-q+ 1 -~ '  if 6 p- + -q = 1, (2.30) 
IIf'lh It - ~ 71, if f' 6 Ll[a, b]. 
Using (2.30), we may write, for f '  belonging to the obvious Lebesgue space Lp[a, b], p > 1, 
f/J IIf'll~ lt_Tfla~tdr, 8(b - a) 
b b 
II/% I t - rl 2+1/q dt dr, (2.31) N < 4(q + 1)l/q(b - a) 
f/a II/'llx (t - r) 2 dt dr. 4(b-  a) 
Now, since some straightforward algebra shows that 
]t-rl3dtdr -- (t-r)~dr+ f (r-t)~dr dt 
J t  t)4] 
4 i0 ' 
2q2(b - a)4+l/q 
(3q + 1)(4q + 1)' 
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and 
; I t(t r)2 dr + (T t)2 d'r dt (t - r)2 dt dr = -- -- 
= ~b [ ( t -a )3  + dt 
= (b - a) 4 
6 ' 
we obtain the desired inequality (2.28) from using (2.31) and (2.29). | 
The following representation for the mappings whose derivatives are absolutely continuous on 
[a, b] also holds [21. 
LEMMA 3. Let X be a random variable having the p.d.f, f : [a, b] ~ N and with the property 
that i f :  [a, b] ~ ]( is absolutely continuous on [a, b]. Then, we have 
~(x)  = (b - E (X) )  (E (X)  - ~) (b - a) ~ a 
(2.32) // -b 4(b - a------~ (t - r) (t - u)(u - r ) f"(u)  du dt dr. 
PROOF. We use the following identity which holds for the mappings g whose derivatives are 
absolutely continuous: 
b g(u) du = g(a) +2 g(b)(b - a) - -~ (b - u)(u - a)g"(u) du, (2.33) 
and can easily be proven by using the integration by parts formula twice. 
We know that 
1/. 1 b b (t - r) f (u) dudtdr,  (b - E(X) )  (E(X)  - a) - a2(X) - b - a 
and then, using representation (2.33) written for f instead of g, and proceeding as in the proof 
of Lemma 2, we end up with identity (2.32). | 
Using the representation f Lemma 3, we are able to obtain the following bounds [2]. 
THEOREM 6. Assume that f is as in Lemma 3. Then, we have the inequality 
[b -E (X) I [E (X) -a ] -a2(X)  (b 6a)2 ] 
IIf"ll~ (b- ~)~, if f "  e L~[a,b], 
-SN-  
IIf"llq 
< 2(4p+l ) (5p+l )  [B(p+I 'P-t -1)]UP(b-a)4+I/P'  if f "  e Lq[a, b], (2.34) 
- 1+1=1,  p>1;  
P q 
[lf"l[1 (b - a) 4, 
1-5-N- 
where the p-norms are taken on the interval [a, b]. 
PROOF. Using equality (2.32), we may write 
- [b - E(X) ]  [E(X)  - a] (b -~a) 2 (Y2 (Z) 
b b [ t  r) f"(u)  du 
<_ 4(bl- a) f~ f ] t - r l  j , ( t -u ) (u -  d tdr :=K.  
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First of all, let us observe that 
I~t(t--u)(u-- T)f"(u)du ~_ ,,f",,c~ l~t(t-- u)(u-- T)du 
< Ilf"ll~, It - "rl 3 
- -  6 
for all t, r C [a, b]. 
Further, by H51der's integral inequality, we obtain 
.ft(t - -  u)(u-- r)f"(u)du ~_ II/"llq f f  It - ~IPl ~ - rF  d~ ¢/" 
= Ilf'llq It - rl 2+1/p [B(p + 1,p + l)] 1/p , 
for all t, r E [a, b], where B is the Beta function of Euler and 1/p + 1/q = 1; p > 1. 
Also, we have 
fr t(t r)f"(u) du llf"l[1 l( t - u)(u - r)l ~t)(U < 
= It 4~1 = I I f"l l l ,  
for all t, r E [a, b]. 
Consequently, we may state the inequality 
~t(t -- u)(u - r)f"(u) du I 
I lf"l°~ It- r13, if f "  e L~[a,b]; 
6 
II:"llq [B(p + 1,p + 1)] 1/p It - ~-I ~+~/~', if f" e Lq[a, b], 
-< 1+1=1, p>1; 
P q 
It -~rl 2 I/"I11, 
for all t, r • [a, b]. 
Using (2.35) and the definition of K above, we may write 
24-~-- a) (t-r)4dtdr' if f "  • Loo[a,b]; 
Hfqlq I S (p+ 1, + 1)] 1/, ~b  : I t -  rl s+~/" dtdr, if f" • Lq[a,b], 
K < 4(b - a) P 
- !+!=1, p>1; 
P q ,,:,,1/:/: 16"~-- a) It - rl a dtdr. 
Now, since some straightforward algebra shows that 
1bj~ab (b -  a)6 
( t - r )  4 dtdr - 15 ' 
It-rl3+l/Vdtdr= (t--r)3+VPdT + (r-t)a+l/Vdr dt 
= ~b[ (t-a)a+Wv+(b-t)4+l/v + 1/p dt 
(b - a) 5+1/v 2p2(b - a) 5+1/v 
= 2(4 q--l-]-I~(-ffT1/V) = (4V + 1)(5p+ 1)' 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
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and 
t(t T) 3 dT + (T t) 3dT dt It - 713 dt dT = -- -- 
=~b[(t--a)4+(b--t)4J4 d t -  (b-a)510 ' 
then by (2.36), we deduce the desired inequality (2.34). 
3. PERTURBED INEQUAL IT IES  
3.1. Introduction 
In this section, we obtain some inequalities for the dispersion of a continuous random variable X 
having the p.d.f, f defined on a finite interval [a, b]. 
Tools used include: Korkine's identity, which plays a central role in the proof of Chebychev's 
integral inequality for synchronous mappings [5], Hhlder's weighted inequality for double integrals 
and an integral identity connecting the variance a2(X) and the expectation E(X) .  Perturbed 
results are also obtained by using Gr/iss, Chebyshev, and Lupa~ inequalities. In the last part 
of this section, results from an identity involving a double integral are obtained for a variety of 
norms. 
3.2. Some Inequalities for Dispersion 
The following theorem holds [3]. 
THEOREM 7. With the above assumptions, we have 
/ v~(b - a) 2 Hflloo, provided f • Lo~[a,b]; 6 x/'2(b - a) t+l/q provided f • Lp[a, b], 0 < a(X) _< 2 [(q + 1)(2q + 1)] 2/4 lift[p, 1 (3.1) andp > l, 1+_=1;  
P q 
v/'2(b - a) 
2 
PROOF. Korkine's identity [6], is 
(3.2) 
= -~ p(t)p(s) (g(t) - g(s)) (h(t) - h(s)) dtds, 
which holds for the measurable mappings p, g, h : [a, b] --* R for which the integrals involved 
in (3.2) exist and are finite. Choose in (3.2) p(t) = f(t) ,  g(t) = h(t) = t - E (X) ,  t • [a, b] to get 
l ff  f l  
a2(X) = 2 Ja Ja f ( t ) f ( s ) ( t -  s)2 dtds. 
It is obvious that 
b 
sup I f(t)f(s) l  ( t -  s) 2 dtds 
(t,s)~[a,b] a 
_ (b 6a)  4 ]lf][2 '
and then, by (3.3), we obtain the first part of (3.1). 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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For the second part, we apply Hblder's integral inequality for double integrals to obtain 
b b (LbLb )liP (LbLb ) l/q 
L L f ( t ) f (s ) ( t -s )2dtds<-  f f ( t ) f f (s )dtds ( t -s)2qdtds 
r 1,,'q 
= II.t'll~ L (qVT) -BT¥1) J  ' 
where p > 1 and 1/p + 1/q = 1, and the second inequality in (3.1) is proved. 
For the last part, observe that 
L L f ( t ) f (s ) ( t -s )2dtds<-  sup I(t-s)l 2 f ( t ) f (s)dtds (t,s)E[a,b] 2 
= (b - a) 2, 
3~ 
L £ f(t)f(s) dt ds = f(t) dt f(s) ds = 1. 
Using a finer argument, the last inequality in (3.1) can be improved as follows [3]. 
THEOREM 8. Under the above assumptions, we have 
0 _< ¢(x )  ___ ~(b - a). (3.5) 
PROOF. We use the following Griiss type inequality: 
L b P(t)g2(t) dt 
0 <_ L b p(t) dt 
(L / p(t)g(t) dt 1 
----~----- <_ ~(M - m) 2, (3.6) 
provided that p, g are measurable on [a, b] and all the integrals in (3.6) exist and are finite, 
f :  p(t) dt > 0 and m _< g _< M, a.e., on [a, b]. For a proof of the Grfiss inequality see [7]. 
Choose in (3.6), p( t ) = f ( t ) , g( t ) = t -  E ( X ) , t C [a, b] . Observe that in this case m = a-  E ( X ) , 
M = b - E(X) and then, by (3.6) we deduce (3.5). I 
REMARK 5. The same conclusion can be obtained for the choice p(t) = f(t) and g(t) = t, 
t e [a,b]. 
The following result holds [3]. 
THEOREM 9. Let X be a random variable having the p.d.£ given by f : [a, b] C R --* R+. Then, 
for any x e [a, b] we have the inequality 
¢~(x) + (~ - E(X)) ~ 
12 + x - Nflloo, provided f E Loo[a,b]; 
[(b- xTq+ 1 + (x_ a)2q+l] 1/~ 
< L - - - -~q;T - - - - -  J Ilfllp, provided f E L,[a, b], p > 1, 
and ! + ! __ 1; 
p q 
I ' b -a  I a+blh  2 t--c F7  
(3.7) 
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PROOF. We observe that 
b b 
fa (x - t )2 f ( t )d t= fa (x2-2xt+t2)  f(t)dt 
b 
= x 2 - 2xE(X) + f~ t2f(t) dr, 
and as ~a b 
a2(X) = t2f(t) dt - [E(X)] 2 , 
we get, by (3.8) and (3.9), that 
b 
E(X)] 2 + a2(X) = .f. (x - t)2 f ( t )  dr, Ix 
which is of interest in itself too. 
We observe that 
b 
r lb(x_t)2f(t)dt < ess sup J f ( t ) [ r ]  (x - - t )  2 dt 
Ja tE[a,b] Ja 
(b -  x) 3 + (x -  a) ~ 
= Ilflloo 3 
( 
and the first inequality in (3.7) is proved. 
For the second inequality, observe that by HClder's integral inequality, 
2q+1 
and the second inequality in (3.7) is established. 
Finally, observe that 
j !b(z-t)2f(t)  < sup ( z -  f(t) dt t) 2 dt 
teI~,bl 
= max {(x - a) 2, (b - x) 2 } 
= (max{x - a, b - x}) 2 
and the theorem is proved. 
The following corollaries are easily deduced [3]. 
COROLLARY I .  With the above assumptions, we have 
1-----~ + E(X) - I[f11~ 2, 
provided f e Lo~ [a, b]; 
<_ a(X) <_ [.(b - E(X)) 2++12q -[-- -(E(x)l - -  a)2q-}-I 1/2q I[f[[~/2, 0 
k 
1 1 
if f E Lp[a,b], p> 1 and - + - = 1; 
P q 
b -a  a + -T -  + E ( X ) - _~__bb 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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REMARK 6. The last inequality in (3.11) is worse than inequality (3.5), obtained by a technique 
based on Griiss' inequality. 
The best inequality we can get from (3.7) is that one for which x = (a + b)/2, and this applies 
for all the bounds as 
min (b - x) 2q+1 + (x - a) 2q+1 = (b - a) 2a+l 
x¢[a,b] 2q + 1 22q(2q + 1)' 
and 
min + = 
xe[a,b] 2 
Consequently, we can state the following corollary as well [3]. 
COROLLARY 2. With the above assumptions, we have the inequality 
0_<a2(X)+ E(X)  - 
(b -- a) 3 Ilfl]o~, 
12 
(b - a) 2q+1 
-< 4(2q + 1)1/q ]If lIp ' 
(b - a)_______~ 2 
4 
provided f E L~ [a, b]; 
1 1 
i[ f E Lp[a,b], p > 1, and - +-  = 1; 
P q 
(3.12) 
REMARK 7. From the last inequality in (3.12), we obtain 
0 _< a2(X) <_ (b - E (X) )  (E (X)  - a) <_ l (b  - a) 2, (3.13) 
which is an improvement on (3.5). 
3.3. Per turbed  Resu l t s  Us ing  Gri iss Type  Inequal i t ies  
In 1935, Griiss (see [7] or for example [S]) proved the following integral inequality which gives 
an approximation for the integral of a product in terms of the product of the integrals. 
THEOREM 10. Let h, g : [a, b] ~ R be two integrable mappings such that ¢ < h(x) <_ ~ and 
7 <- g(x) < F for all x E [a, b], where ¢, &, 7, F are real numbers. Then, 
iT(h,g)l <_ 1(~ _ ¢)(F - 7), (3.14) 
where 
- - h(x)g(x)dx b -a  ~-a  T(h,g)  b a - - -  h(x) dx.  g(x) dx (3.15) 
and the inequality is sharp, in the sense that the constant 1/4 cannot be replaced by a smaller 
one.  
For a simple proof of this as well as for extensions, generalizations, discrete variants, and other 
associated material, see [8], and [4,9-24] where further references are given. 
A 'premature' Griiss inequality is embodied in the following theorem which was proved in [25]. 
It provides a sharper bound than the above Griiss inequality. 
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THEOREM 11. Let h, g be integrable functions defined on [a, b] and let d < g(t) < D. Then, 
[T(h,g)l < __D - d [T (h,h)]l/2 (3.16) 
- -  2 
where T(h, 9) is as defined in (3.15). 
Theorem 11 will now be used to provide a perturbed rule involving the variance and mean of 
a p.d.f. (see [3]). 
THEOREM 12. Let X be a random variable having the p.d.£ given by f : [a, b] C R -~ R+. Then 
for any x E [a, b] and m <_ f(x) <_ M we have the inequality 
[PY(x)l:= a2(X)+(x-E(X) )2  (b-a)212 (x a-~ b 
M-m (b -a )  2 2 a b (3.17) 
<--- -2- -  v~ +15 z 
< (M-  m) (b -a )  3 
- ~ " 
PROOF. Applying the 'premature' Grfiss result (3.16) by associating (t) with f(t) and h(t) = 
(x -  t) 2 gives, from (3.14)-(3.16), 
f b(x--t)2f(t)dt-- l~_a~b(x--t)2dt.~bf(t)dt 
b (3.1s) 
. M - m [T (h ,  h)] 1/2 < (b - a ) - - - -~  
where from (3.15) 
NOW 
and 
T(h,h)= b -a  (x - t )  4dt -  ~-a  (x - t )  2dt . 
1 fb  (x - a) 3 + (b - x)a 
(x - t) 2 dt  = 
b - a Ja 3(5 - a) 
=-  4- x 
3 2 
1 [b (x - t )  4dt= (x -a )  5+(b-x )  5 
b - a J~ 5(b - a) ' 
giving, from (3.19), 
~ • - -5  • 
b-a  b -a  
Let A = x - a and B = b - x in (3.21) to give 
45T(h,h) = 9 \ ~-~ -5  -~-~ ] 
=9[A4-AaB+ A2B2-AB 3 + B 4] -5 [Ae-AB+ B2] 2 
= (4A 2 - 7AB + 4B 2) (A + B) 2 
= - -  (A B) 2. 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
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Using the facts that A + B = b - a and A - B = 2x - (a + b) gives 
and from (3.20) 
giving 
T(h, h) = - -  
(b - a) 2 
45 
+15 x - -  , 
1 fb  A 3 -b B 3 1 
(x - t )  2 d t = -  - [A 2 -As+B 2] 
b - a ]~ 3(A + B) 3 
=-  ~ +3 
3 
(3.22) 
(x - t )  2dr= + x . (3.23) 
b-a  12 2 
Hence, from (3.18), (3.22), (3.23), and (3.10), the first inequality in (3.17) results. The coarsest 
uniform bound is obtained by taking x at either end point. Thus, the theorem is completely 
proved. | 
REMARK 8. The best inequality obtainable from (3.17) is at x = (a + b)/2 giving 
a2(X) + [E (X) -  -~12 (b -  a)212 <-M-m(b-a)312 x/~ (3.24) 
Result (3.24) is a tighter bound than that obtained in the first inequality of (3.12) since 
0 < M-m < 2][f[[~. 
For a symmetric p.d.f. E(X)  = (a + b)/2 and so the above results would give bounds on the 
variance. 
The following results hold if the p.d.f, f(x) is differentiable, that is, for f (x) absolutely con- 
tinuous [3]. 
THEOREM 13. Let the conditions on Theorem 10 be satisfied. Further, suppose that f is differ- 
entiable and is such that 
I I / ' l l~ := sup [ f ' ( t ) l  < oo. t~[a,b] 
Then, 
b -a  
Ipv(x)] < ~ flf'll~- i(x), (3.25) 
where Pv(x) is given by the le[t-hand side of (3.17) and 
v~ + 15 (3.26) 
PROOF. Let h, g : [a, b] --~ R be absolutely continuous and h t, gt be bounded. Then, Chebychev's 
inequality holds (see [25]) 
T(h,g)< (b -a )2  sup [h'(t)[. sup 
- ~ ,~[o,b] ~[o,b] ig'(t)l • 
Mat i~ et al. [25] using a 'premature' Gr/iss type argument proved that 
(b -a )  sup ~ ) .  (3.27) T(h,g) < --~--,~Io,bl Ig'(t)l 
Associating f(-) with g(.) and (x - . )2  with h(-) in (3.26) gives, from (3.18) and (3.22), I(x) = 
(b -  a)[T(h, h)] 1/2, which simplifies to (3.26) and the theorem is proved. | 
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THEOREM 14. Let the conditions of Theorem 12 be satisfied. Further, suppose that f is locally 
absolutely continuous on (a, b) and let f '  E L2(a, b). Then 
]Pv(x)[ <_ b -_._~a JJf'JJ2" I(x), (3,28) 
7r 
where Pv(x)  is the left-hand side of (3.17) and I (x)  is as given in (3.26). 
PaOOF. The following result was obtained by Lupa~ (see [25]). For h,g : (a,b) ~ R locally 
absolutely continuous on (a, b) and h t, gt e L2(a, b), then 
(b - a) 2 
tT(h,g)] <- ~ []h'H2 ]]g'lJ2, 
where 
11/:[]2 :-- _ dt , for k e L2(a,b). 
Matid et al. [25] further show that 
IT(h, g)[ < b -______~a Jig'If2 x/T(h,  h). (3.29) 
7~ 
Associating f(.) with g(.) and (x - . )2  with h in (3.29) gives (3.28), where I (x)  is as found 
in (3.26), since from (3.18) and (3.22), I (x)  = (b -  a)[T(h, h)] 1/2. | 
Let 
S (h(x)) = h(x) - A/[(h), (3.30) 
where 
2vl(h)= 1 f b b - a h(u) du. (3.31) 
Then, from (3.15), 
T(h,  g) = J~4(hg) - M(h)Ad(g) .  (3.32) 
Dragomir et al. [23] have shown that 
T(h,  g) = T (S(h), S(g)) (3.33) 
and proceeded to obtain bounds for a trapezoidal rule. Identity (3.33) is now applied to obtain 
bounds for the variance [3]. 
THEOREM 15. Let X be a random variable having the p.d.f, f : [a, b] C R -~ R+. Then, for any 
x E [a, b] the following inequality holds, namely: 
1 
[PY(x)l <- 8va(x) f ( ' )  - ~-a  oo' if f e Loo[a,b], (3.34) 
where Pv(x)  is as defined by the leTt-hand side of (3.17), and v = v(x) = (1/3)((5 - a)/2) 2 + 
(x - (a + b)/2) 2 
PROOF. Using identity (3.33), associate with h(-), (x - . )2,  and f(.) with g(.). Then, 
~ b(x t)2f(t)  dt All ((x - .)a) 
(3.35) 
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where from (3.31), 
1 Lb(x--t) 2dt -  1 
M ( (x  - .)2) _ b - ~ 3@ - ~) [(x - a)~ + (b - ~)~], 
and so 
Further, from (3.30), 
and so, using (3.36) 
) ½ • 
s ((~ - .)~) : (= - t) ~ - M ((~ - .)~), 
(3.36) 
s ( (~ - .)5) = (= _ t)~ _ ~ - ~ 2 (3.37) 
Now, from (3.35) and using (3.10), (3.36), and (3.37), the following identity is obtained: 
1 /b-a'~2 (x_~__b)21 a2(X)+[x-E(X)]2-~ tT  ) +3 
/: ( ' )  = S ( (x -  t) 2) f(t) - ~-a dt, (3.3s) 
where S(.) is as given by (3.37). Taking the modulus of (3.38) gives 
(3.39) 
Observe that under different assumptions with regard to the norms of the p.d.f, f(x) we may 
obtain a variety of bounds. 
For f E Loo [a, b], then 
1 b 
(3.40) 
Now, let 
where 
and 
Then, 
s ((= - t) ~) = (t - =)~ - .~  = (t - x_ )  (t - x+) ,  
~2 = • ((x - .)~) = (= - a)3 + (b - ~)~ 
3@-  a) 
( ----- -+- x 3 
X_ =X--U, X+ =X+U.  
_ (t - z)3- v2t  + k, 
3 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
(3.44) 
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and so from (3.44) and using (3.41),(3.42) gives 
f blS((x-t) )l dt 
= H (X_) - H(a) - [H (X+) - H (X_)] + [H(b) - H (X+)] 
= 2 [H (X_) - H (X+)] + H(b) - H(a) 
{ } (b-x)3---V- ---V--(x-a)3 +//28 (3.45) =2 - -u2X_ - -~+v2X+ + 
=212v 3-~v2 a] +(b-x )3+(x -a )a3  -u2(b -a )  
8--//3" 
3 
Thus, substituting into (3.40), (3.39), and using (3.42) readily produces result (3.34) and the 
theorem is proved. | 
REMARK 9. Other bounds may be obtained for f E Lp[a, hi, p > 1; however, obtaining explicit 
expressions for these bounds is somewhat intricate and will not be considered further here. They 
involve the calculation of 
sup I(t-- x) 2 -- u21 = max{ l (x -  a) 2 -  u21,v 2, I (b-  x) 2 - v21}, 
t~[a,b] 
for f E L1 [a, b] and 
for f e Lq[a,b], 1/p+ 1/q = 1, p > 1, where v 2 is given by (3.42). 
3.4. Some Inequalit ies for Absolutely Continuous P.d.f.s 
We start with the following lemma which is interesting in itself [3]. 
LEMMA 4. Let X be a random variable whose probability density function f : [a, b] --~ g(+ is 
absolutely continuous on [a, b]. Then, we have the identity 
a2(X)+[E(X)  -x ]  2 = (b-a)~ + x +~-a  ( t -x)2p(t ,s) f ' (s )dsdt ,  (3.46) 
12 
where the kerne/p : [a, b] 2 -~ R is given by 
s -a ,  i fa<s<t<b,  p(t, s) :=  
s -b ,  i fa<_t<s<_b, 
for M1 x E [a, b]. 
PROOF. We use the identity (see (3.10)) 
[ cr2(X) + [E(X) - x] 2 = (x - t)2f(t) dt, (3.47) 
for all x @ [a, b]. 
On the other hand, we know that (see for example [26] for a simple proof using integration by 
parts) 1£ 
f(t) -- b - a f(s) ds + ~-a  p(t, s)f'(s) ds, (3.48) 
for all t E [a, b]. 
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Substituting (3.48) in (3.47) we obtain 
b 1 f(s) ds + p(t, s)f'(s) ds dt ~(x)  + [E(X) - ~]2 = ( t -  ~)~ ~ 
1 1 
= b -----~ ' 3 [(x - a) 3 + (b - x) 3] 
+ ~-a  (t - x)2p(t, s)f'(s) ds dr. 
(3.49) 
Taking into account he fact that 
1 (b -a )  2 ( a+b'~ 2 
[ (x -a )  ~+(b-x )  3] = 1~ + x -  2 ) ' xe[a,b] ,  
then by (3.49) we deduce the desired result (3.46). | 
The following inequality for p.d.f.s which are absolutely continuous and have the derivatives 
essentially bounded holds [3]. 
THEOREM 16. If f : [a,b] --* R+ is absolutely continuous on [a,b] and f '  E Loo[a,b], i.e., 
IIf'lloo := ess suPt~[a,b] If'(t)l < o0, then ~e have t~e inequalit r 
o.2(X)+[E(X) - x]2 (b 1 ; )  2 (x a ~__~b)2 
(3.50) 
for all x E [a, b]. 
PROOF. Using Lemma 4, we have 
o~(x)  + [E(X)  - x] 2 
We have 
(b - a) 2 
12 
(x - -~-~)  2 -- ~-a  1 fab~b(t-x)2p(t 's) f f (s)dsdt  
(t - x) 2 lp(t, s)] If'(s)l dsdt 
<b-a  
< ~-a  (t - z) 2 [p(t, s)[ ds dt. 
f bfb I := (t - x) 2 Ip(t, s) l ds dt 
Iz ' ; 1 
= f~ ( t -x )2  (t-a)2 +(b-t)22 at 
= -~ (t - z )2 ( t  - a) 2 dt + (t - x)2(b - t) ~ at 
_ (Io + ~rb) 
2 
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Let A = x -  a, B = b -  x then 
and 
Now, 
fa = f./b(t - x)2(t - a) 2 dt 
j~o b-a = (u 2 - 2Au + A 2) u 2 du 
- (b3a)3  [A2-2A(b -a )÷3(b-a )2] ,  
~aa b 
Ib = (t -- x)2(b - t) 2 dt 
~0 b-a = (u 2 - 2Bu -I- B 2) u 2 du 
- (b3a)3 [B2-~B(b-a)- t -3(b-a)2 ].
I s+ Ib_  (b -a )  3 [A 2+B 2 
2 ~ [ 2 
~(A + B)(b-a) + ~(b-a) 2] 
and the theorem is proved. 
(b 
a)3 + x - - -  
3 
÷ 
The best inequality we can get from (3.50) is embodied in the following corollary [3]. 
COROLLARY 3. H f is as in Theorem 16, then we have 
a2(X) + [E (X) - -~12 (b - a)21-2" <- (b -a )  430  Hf'['~ - (3.51) 
We now analyze the case where f '  is a Lebesgue p-integrable mapping with p E (1, oc). 
REMARK 10. The results of Theorem 16 may be compared with those of Theorem 13. It may be 
shown that both bounds are convex and symmetric about x -- (a+b)/2. Further, the bound given 
by the 'premature' Chebychev approach, namely from (3.25),(3.26), is tighter than that obtained 
by the current approach (3.50) which may be shown from the following. Let these bounds be 
described by Bp and Be so that, neglecting the common terms 
b - a + 15Y] 1/2, Bp= ~ 
and 
Bc - (b - a )___~ ~ + y, 
100 
where 
It may be shown through some straightforward algebra that B~ - Bp 2 > 0 for all x E [a, b], so 
that Bc > Bp. 
The current development does however have the advantage that identity (3.46) is satisfied, 
thus allowing bounds for Lp[a, hi, p >_ 1 rather than the infinity norm. 
The following result also holds [3]. 
THEOREM 17. 
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If f :  [a, b] ~ ~,+ is absolutely continuous on [a, b] and ~' e Lp, i.e., 
(/: Ill'lip :-- If'(t)l p dt < oo, 
then we have the inequality 
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for all x E [a, b], when lip + 1/q = 1 and/~(-,., ) is the quasi incomplete Euler's Beta mapping 
/}(z; a, 13) := (u-1)c~-lu#-ldu, a,/~ > 0, z_>l. 
PROOF. Using Lemma 4, we have, as in Theorem 16, that 
~2(x)  + [E(X) - x] ~ (b -  a) ~ 
12 2 
_< ~ (t - z) 2 [p(t, s)l If'(s)[ ds dr. 
(3.53) 
Using HSlder's integral inequality for double integrals, we have 
f b f b(t _ x) ~ Ip(t, s) llf'(s)l ds dt 
(z; (3.54) 
where p > 1, 1/p + 1/q = 1. 
We have to compute the integral 
Define 
b~b 
D := j r  (t-x)2qlp(t,s)l q dsdt 
= (t -- X) 2q (8 -- a) q ds + (b - s) q ds 
"~- fa  (t -- X) 2q (t -- a) qq-1 -~- (b - t) q+l q+ 1 dt 
dt 
[~a J~a b(t-x)2q(b-t)q+l ] b(t -- x)2q(t -- a) q+1 dt + dt . 1 
q+l  
~a b 
E := (t - x )2q( t  - a) q+l dt. 
(3.55) 
(3.56) 
o2(x)  + [E(X) - x] 2 (b -  a) ~ 
I 12 
[ <_ (b_a)l/p(q+l)U a (x-a)3q+2B ,2q+l ,q  
b-a  q+2) ]  "4-(5 - -  x)3qq-2J~ (b--"~' 2q + 1, 
p e (1, ~) ,  
+ 2) (3.52) 
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If we consider the change of variable t = (1 - u)a + ux, we have t = a implies u = 0 and t = b 
implies u = (b - a)/(x - a ) ,  dt = (x - a)  du, and then 
Define 
b 
F := (t - ~ ) ~ q ( b  - t)q+l dt, 
If we consider the change of variable t = (1 - v)b + vx, we have t = b implies v = 0, and t = a 
implies v = (b - a)/(b - x), dt = (x - b) dv, and then 
Now, using inequalities (3.53),(3.54) and relations (3.55)-(3.59), since D = (l/(q + 1) ) (E  + F), 
we deduce the desired estimate (3.52). U 
It is natural to consider the following corollary [3]. 
COROLLARY 4. Let f be as in Theorem 17. Then, we have the inequality 
where l / p  + l/q = 1, p > 1 and B(-, .) is Euler's Beta mapping and *(a, P )  := S,' urn-' (u + 
1)P-l du, a, P > 0. 
PROOF. In (3.52) put x = (a + b)/2. The left side is clear. 
Now, 
The right-hand side of (3.52) is thus 
and the corollary is proved. I 
Finally, as f is absolutely continuous, f' E Ll [a, b] and 1 1  f ' 11 = S,b If '(t) 1 dt, and we can state 
the following theorem [3]. 
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THEOREM 18. If the p.d.f., f : [a, b] ~ R+ is absoIuteIy continuous on [a, b], then 
a2(X)+[E(X)-x]2 (b-a)212 (x a~b)2 1 
for all z e [a, b]. 
PROOF. 
where 
As above, we can state that 
~2(X) + [E(X) - x]2 - (b-a)2 - ( a2b)  2 
< (t-x)21p(t,s)llf'(s)l dsdt 
l fbf  b < sup [(t - x) 2 Ip(t,s)[] ~-a  lY'(s)l dsdt 
(t,,)~[a,bl 2 
= I[f'[[1G ,
e :~-- 
(t,8)e[a,b]~ 
= (b - a) [max (x - a, b - x)] 2 
sup [(t - x) 2 Ip(t, s)l ] ~ (b - a) sup (t - x) 2 
te [a,b] 
(3.61) 
and the theorem is proved. II 
It is clear that the best inequality we can get from (3.61) is the one when x = (a + b)/2, giving 
the following corollary [3]. 
COROLLARY 5. With the assumptions of Theorem 18, we have 
cr2(X) q_ [E(X) _ ~_..b] 2 (b -a )  2 .~.  (b < - a )3~ Ill'Ill. (3.62) 
4. INEQUAL IT IES  FOR A RANDOM VARIABLE 
WHOSE PDF IS n -T IMES D IFFERENTIABLE 
4.1. Introduct ion 
Let f :  [a, b] ~ •+ be the p.d.f, of the random variable X (see (1.1),(1.2)), and 
b 
E(X) := f~ tf(t)dt, 
its expectation and 
[/: or(X) = (t - E(X)) 2 f(t) dt 
=[fabt2f(t)dt-[E(X)]2] 1/2 
its dispersion or standard eviation. 
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In [3], using the identity 
b 
Ix - E(X)] 2 + a2(X) = f~ (x - t)2f(t) dt (4.1) 
and applying a variety of inequalities uch as: H61der's inequality, pre-Gr/iss, pre-Chebychev, 
pre-Lupa~, or Ostrowski type inequalities, a number of results concerning the expectation and 
variance of the random variable X were obtained. 
For example, 
~2(x)  + Ix - E (X) ]  2 < 2q + 1 Ikfllp, 
for all x E [a, b], which imply, amongst other things, that 
(b - a) / - - - fy -  + E(X)  - - -y -  
[b_._E(X)]2q+I _.}_ [E(.X_ ) _ a]2q+l ~ 1/2q 
O<_a(X)< [ 2q+1 j 
b -a  a+b 
-~--  + E(X) -  T ' 
if y e L~[a, b]; 
if f E Lp[a, b], 
1 1 
p>l ,  -+-=1;  
P q 
i/2 
Ilfll~ z, i f f  e L~[a,b]; 
II.fllp x/2, if : • Lv[a, b], 
(4.2) 
1 1 
p>l ,  -+-=1;  
P q 
(4.3) 
and 
0 < (r2(X) _< [b - E(X)] [E(X) - a] _< 4(b - a) 2. (4.4) 
In this section more accurate inequalities are obtained by assuming that the p.d.f, of X is 
n-time differentiable and that f(n) is absolutely continuous on [a, b]. 
4.2. Some Preliminary Integral Identities 
The following lemma, which is interesting in itself, holds [27]. 
LEMMA 5. Let X be a random variable whose p.d.£ f : [a, b] ~ •+ is n-time differentiable 
and f(~) is absolutely continuous on [a, b]. Then, 
~(x)  + [E(X) - ~]2 
(b - z )  k+~ + ( -1 )k (z  - ~k+3 
~=o (k + 3)k! ~J f (k ) (~)  (4.5) 
for all x c [a, b]. 
PROOF. By Taylor's formula with integral remainder, we recall that 
f ( t )=  ~ ( t -x )  k 1 j f t  k! ' f (k ) (x )  -[- -~. (t -- s )n f (n+l ) (s )ds ,  (4.6) 
k=0 
for all t, x E [a, b]. 
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Together with (4.1), we obtain 
a2(X) + [E(X) - x] 2 
] ~ (x) + ( t -  s)~f(~+l)(s) ds dt 
ff (t_~)k+2 1~ b (f~ ) = E f(k)(x) k! dt+-~. ( t -x )  2 (t-s)'~f(n+l)(s)ds dt, 
k=0 
and since 
f b (t - x) k+2 (b - x) k+a + (-1)k(x - a) k+3 
k] dt = (k + 3)k[ ' 
identity (4.7) readily produces (4.5). 
We may state the following corollary as well [27]. 
COROLLARY 6. 
COROLLARY 7. 
Under the above assumptions, we have 
The proof follows by using (4.7) with x = (a + b)/2. 
Another result is embodied in the following (see [27]). 
Under the above assumptions, 
1 [(Z(X)_a)2 +(E(X)_b)2] ~(x) + 
= ~ (b- a)k+3 [Y(k)(a) + (-1)~gk)(b) 1 k=o (k + 3)k! 2 
1 b b 
q--~[ ~ ~ K(t's)(t- s)nf(n+l)(s)dsdt' 
where 
( t -  a) ~ 
2 ' 
K(t, s) := (t - b) 2 
2 ' 
PROOF. In (4.5), choose x = a and x = b, giving 
and 
ifa<s<t<b, 
i f a<t<s<b.  
a2(X) + [E(X) - a] 2 
_ 1 b ds~ dr, 
k=o (k -r o)~. ] 
¢2(x)  + [E(X) - b] 2 
1 b 
= ~ ( - l~- ,~a+3 f(k)(b) + ~. ~ (t-b) 2 (fbt(t - s)nf('~+l)(s)ds) dt. 
k=o (k ± o)~. 
Adding these and dividing by two gives (4.10). 
Taking into account that # = E(X) C [a, b], then we also obtain the following [27]. 
(4.7) 
~(4.s) 
| 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
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COROLLARY 8. With the above assumptions, 
(b -- #)k+3 + (_ l)k(# _ a)k+3 
G2(X)  
k=o (k + 3)k! f(k) (#) 
1 b 
+~. f ( t -#)2  ( f t ( t -s)~f( '~+a)(s)ds)  dr. 
PROOF. The proof follows from (4.5) with x = # E [a, b]. 
We state the following lemma which is interesting in itself as well [27]. 
LEM~A 6. 
valid: 
where 
with 
PROOF. 
(4.13) 
Let the conditions of Lemma 5 relating to f hold. Then, the following identity is 
o~(x)  + [E(X) - ~]~ 
(b - x) ~+~ + ( -1)k(~ - ~)~+~ 
2_.. 
k=0 
k+3 
1 b 
f g . (x ,  s)f(~+l)(s) ds, +~ 
d~ 
f(~)(~) 
k! (4.14) 
S ( -1 )n+lCn(s -a 'x -s ) '  a<s<x,  
K(x, 8) l ¢. (b -  s ,s -  x), x < s < b, 
un+l  
Cn(u,v) = (n + 3)(n + 2)(n+ 1) " [(n + 2)(n+ 1)u 2 
+2(n + 3)(n + 1)uv + (n + 3)(n + 2)v2] . 
From (4.5), an interchange of the order of integration gives 
/: n~ " (t - x) 2 dt (t - s)'~f ('~+1) (s) ds 
1 (t -- X)2( t  --  s )n f  (n+l) (S)dt  ds 
n! 
+ fb  /b ( t - -  x)2(t-- s)'~f(n+l)(s)dtds} 
l f  b n! gn (x, s)f (n+l) (s) ds, 
a<s<x,  
x<s<b.  
where 
p.(x, s) = - (t - x)2(t - s) ~ dt, 
~(~,~) = P 
q~(x, s) /o (t - x)2(t - s) ~ dr, 
To prove the lemma it is sufficient o show that K -= K. 
mow~ 
~a 8 
G(=,  s )  = - ( t  - x )~( t  - s )n  d t  
~0 S-a 
= ( '1) n+l (U -F X -- S)2U n du 
~0 $-a 
= ( -1p  +1 [~ + 2(x - s)~ + (x - s) ~] ~" d~ 
-= (--1)n+1'l~n(8 -- a ,x  -- s), 
where ~b(., .) is as given by (4.16). 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
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Further, 
b P 
&(x,  s) =/ .  (t - x)2(t - sF  at 
~0 b-s = [~ + (s - z)]  2 u ~ d~ 
= ¢~(b - s,s  - z), 
where, again, ¢(., .) is as given by (4.16). Hence, K -=/T/and the lemma is proved, m 
4.3. Some Inequalities 
We are now able to obtain the following inequalities [27]. 
THEOREM 19. Let X be a random variable whose probability density function f : [a, b] --* R+ is 
n-time differentiable and f(~) is absolutely continuous on [a, b], then 
~2(X) ~ k+3 I + [E(X) - x] 2 - (b - x) k+3 + (-1)k(x - a) f(k)(x )k=0 (k + 3)k[ 
[[f(n+l)[[°° a) n+4 (b x) n+4] i f f  (n+l) e noo[a,b]; 
(n+ 1)!(n+4) [(x-  + - , 
inJ(o-)ll, [(x - a) n+3+l/q + (b-  x) '~+3+1/q] (4.17) 
<- n[ /n+3+ 1~ (nq+l) 1/q ' iff(~+t) eLp[a,b], 
p>l ,  !+1=1;  
P q 
I1:(~+')11, a)°+~ n!(r~+3) [(x-- + (b-  x)n+3] , if/(n+l) e Ll[a,b], 
for all • • b ,  b], where I1" I1~ (1 < p < oo) a~e the usual Lebesgue norms on b,  b], i.e., 
nn~ltoo := ess sup Ig(t)l and [Igllp := Ig(t)l p dt , p >_ i. 
feb,b] 
PROOF. By Lemma 5, 
a2(X) + [E(X) - x] 2 - ~ (b - x) k+a + (-1)k(x - a)k+3f(k)(x ) 
k=o k!(k + 3) (4.18) 
l j (b  ( f t  ) 
---- n-'~ ( t -x)2 (t-s)nf(n+l)(s)ds dt :=i(a,b;x) .  
Clearly, 
< 1 fb  --x) 2 f -s)=f(~+Z)(s)ds dt 
~.11 fj~b [sup f( '~+l)(s)~t[t  spds]  dt < _ ( t -  x)  ~ 
L,e[=,t] 
-< 118('~+1) II°°n~joF (t- x)21t~T- ~l'~+t dt 
IIs(°+~)ll~ f~ - (n+l)! ]t-~p+adt 
- Hf("+l)ll°° [Zx(x-t)'~+3 dt + Zb( t -  x)n+3  1)' 
iis(.+1) ii ~ [(~_ °),,+4 + (b- ~)o+q 
(n + 1)!(n + 4) 
and the first inequality in (4.17) is obtained. 
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For the second, we use HSlder's integral inequality to obtain 
1 b 
IM(a,b;x)' < - ~ f~ ( t -x )  2 f t ,t-sinqds ]l/q I~ t f(n+:)(S)P ds .:/p dt 
1 I ( "+:) (s )  P ds (t - z)2tt - @, ,q+i ) /q  dt 
<- n-:. 
- n! (nq + 1):/q It - xl '~+2+l/q dt 
_ 1 lls("+:)11, [ (b -  x).+~+v~ + (~-a) -+~+l/~ 
~! (~q + 1):/~ L n¥ :~¥- :~ 
Finally, note that 
lJ:("+'>I: f' < n! It - xl ~+~ dt 
n! n+3 ' 
and the third part of (4.17) is obtained. | 
It is obvious that the best inequality in (4.17) is when x = (a + b)/2, giving Corollary 9 (see 
also [271). 
COROLLARY 9. With the above assumptions on X and f, 
k=0 2k+S(k + 3)k: 
I I /( ' '+')l l~ a).+4, i~s (o+:) e L~[a, hi; 
2n+a(n + 1)!(n + 4) *(b - (4.19) 
< IIs("+')ll~ (b - a) n+3+l/q 1 
2n+2+:/qnt(n+3+l/q ) ,  (nq+l):/q , KS (~+l) ELp[a ,b] ,p>l ,  Pl+-q =1; 
Ilf(~+:)[l: (b-  a) ~+a, if f (n+:) E L:[a,b]. 
2n+2n!(n + 3) 
The following corollary is interesting as it provides the opportunity to approximate he variance 
when the values of f(k)0z ) are known, k = 0,... ,n (cf. [27]). 
COROLLARY 10. With the above assumptions and # = (a + b)/2, we have 
aS(X ) _ ~ (b-  ~)k+3 + (_ l )k(#_ a)k+a f(k)(/.t)l 
i k=O (k + 3)k! I 
IIs('~+~)lloo _,).+fl 
(n+ 1)!(n+4) [("-a)"+4+(b ' i f f  (n+:) EL~[a,b]; 
IIs(o+:) II. [(. - o)-+~+,/. + (b-.)-+~+,/.]  (4.20) 
<_ n!(n+3+l /q)  (nq+l):/q , i f f  (n+:) ELp[a,b], 
p>l ,  1+!=I ;  
P q 
Ils ("+ :) I1: [ ( . _  a),...+3 + (b - #)n+a] if f("+:) E L: [a, b]. 
n!(n + 3) 
The following result also holds [27]. 
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THEOREM 20. Let X be a random variable whose probabifity density function f : [a, b] -+ R+ is 
n-time differentiable and f('~) is absolutely continuous on [a, b], then 
< 
1 [(E(X)_a)2 ÷(E(X)_b)2] I o~(x) + 
_ ~-~ (b--a)k+3 [ f(k)(a) + (--1)k f(k)(b) ]
k=0 (k.4, 3)k! 2 
iis(.+~>ll ~ (~- ~)~+,, (n .4- 4)(n .4- 1)! 
i f f  ('+1) E Loo[a, b]; 
1 
n!(qn Jr 1) 1/q [('/z .4- 2)q .4- 2] 1/q IIf('+X>ll~ (b(nq- a)n+3+l/q+ 1)l/q 
/ fS ('~+1) E Lp[a,b], where p > 1, 1 .4- 1 = 1; 
P q 
1 a)~+3. IIf(n+l)lli (b- 
(4.21) 
PROOF. Using Corollary 7, 
1 [(E(X) - a) 2 .4- (E(X) - b) 2] ~2(X) + 
- ~:0  (b_ ~)~,3(k + 3)k~ I s(k)(°)+(~ 1)~s(~>(b)] 
1 fab~b s[ '~ S(n+l)(s) <_ ~ IK(t,s)l I t -  dsdt =: N(a,b). 
It is obvious that 
f(~+l) oo 1 .~b N(a, b) <_ ~. 
f(n+l) co 1 fab = 
n! f(n+l) c¢ 
1 
- -  2 (n+l ) !  f(n+l) 
_ 1 f(n+l) 
2(n + 1)! 
= IIs('+~>lloo (b 
(n + 4)(n ÷ 1)! 
ab [K(t, s)[ It - sl~ dsdt 
(z' It ) Ig(t,s)l lt-spds+ Ig(t,s)llt-sl'~ds dt 
~ f b [(t - ~)~+~ + (b - t) ~÷~] dt 
~¥~ + ~T~ J 
-- a)n+4 
so the first part of (4.21) is proved. 
Using H61der's integral inequality for double integrals, 
N(a, b) ~_ ~ ds dt 
(b-a)l/pllf(n+l>Hp 
n[ 
1/q 
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[fab (fat[K(t,s)[q[t-8[qnds÷ft~b[K(t, 8)[q,t-s,qnd$) dr] I/q 
(b-a) l / ' l l f (~+l) l l  p 
n! 
[z[ z z ]] b (t -a)2q I t - s l  qnds+(t -b )  2q b t/q x 2q 2--------~-- It - slq~ ds dt 
(b-a)~/PllS(~+l>ll" 
n! 
x 2q(qnT1) + 2q-~ 1) j dt 
=(b-a)l/P[lf('~+l)HP [ 1 ] " 2q(qn+l )  
X b(t -- a) (n+2)q+l dt + (b - t) (n+2)q+l dt 
(b - -  a) lip ii:<~+l)ll p r 1 1/q [(b_.._-a)<n+2>q._ +2 
2 lls<~+~)ll" (b- a) n+2+l/p+2/' 
n!2(qn + 1)l/q ((n + 2)q + 2) 1/q 
(b - a) (n+2)q+2 ] 1/q 
ll:<n÷:)ll. [(b_ a:+3+'/q] 
n!(qn + 1)l/q [(?7, ÷ 2)q ÷ 2] 1/q' 
and the second part of (4.21) is proved. 
Finally, ~ve observe that 
b b 
t sup ]K(t,s)[ }t-s]'~ f~ f~ f(n+l)(s)l dsdt N(a, b) < -~. (t,s)e[a,b] 2 
b 
=nil (b-2 a)~2 "(b-a) '~(b-a) f~ f(n+l)(s) ds 
1 a)n+a f(n+l) 1' 
= ~n,.(b- 
which is the final result of (4.21). 
The following particular cases can be useful in practical applications (see also [27]). 
(1) For n = O, (4.17) becomes 
:Ixl [( o,b,2 Ib_ol  
+ [E(X) - xl 2 - (b - a) x - T )  ÷ 12 
< 
f(~) 
[(x-a) 4÷ (b-x)4], 
q Ill'lip [(x - a~a+l/q ÷ (b - x) 3+1/q] 
3q÷l  L, , 
[=1: ( Ilf'[lx (b )2 + x a+2 b , 
if f '  e Lo~ [a, b]; 
if f '  E Lp[a, b], 
1 1 
p>l ,  -+-=1;  
P q 
if f' ~ Ll[a, b], 
(4.22) 
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for all x 6 [a, b]. In particular, for x = (a + b)/2, 
/ IIf'll~ (b a ]4 
T k -- / , 
q Ill'lip (b  - a) 3+11q 
~- ~ ~ ,  
I I / ' I I 1  rb - a~ s 
12 ~ J '  
if f '  6 Loo [a, b]; 
1 1 
i f f ' eLp[a ,b ] ,p>l ,  -+-=1;  
P q 
(4.23) 
which is, in a sense, the best inequality that can be obtained from (4.22). If in (4.22) x = # = 
E(X), then, 
if f ' 6 L~ [a, b]; 
if f '  6 Lp[a, b], p > 1, 
if f '  E L1 [a, b]. 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
,/'(h, 
<-- ['~ + llq) L J ' 
In addition, from (4.21), 
1 [(E(X)_a)2 +(E(X)_b)2  ]I 1 
I I f ' l l~  (b - a) 4, 
1 
<- n!21/q(q + 1)1/q llf'llp (b - a )  3-t'1/q, 
1 
[If'Ill (b - -  a )  3, 
(b-a)a [f(a)+ 2 
if f '  6 Loo [a, b]; 
if f '  6 Lv[a, b], p > 1, 
which provides an approximation for the variance in terms of the expectation and the values of f 
at the end points a and b. 
We may now state and prove the following result as well (cf. [27]). 
THEOREM 21. Let X be a random variable whose p.d.f f : [a,b] ~ R+ is n-time differentiable 
and f(n) is absolutely continuous on [a, b]. Then, 
where 
x~ _ x~ (b -  x) k+3 + (-1)~(x - a) k+3 f(k)(x) ¢T2(X) + (E(X) ] A.., k+3 k[ 
k=O 
iis('+~)ll ~ [(:r - -  a) n+4 -~ (b - -  X) n+4] 
(n + 1)[(n + 4)' 
<- c,/q [(x_a)(n+3)q+,  (b- x)(O+3)~+1]'/~ IIs(°+~)fl, 
n[ 
+ x - T  n!(n+3) '  
L1 [ Un-t-3 un+2 ~tn+ 1q q 
C = [~---~ + 2(1 - u )~- -~ + (1 - u)2~--~J  du. 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
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PROOF. From (4.14), 
I 
Now, on using the fact that from (4.15),(4.16), $,(u,v) 2 0 for u ,v  2 0, 
Further, 
and so Jox $ n ( ~  - a, x - S) ds 
where we have made the substitution X = (s - a)/(x - a). 
Collecting powers of A gives 
and so, from (4.31), 
Similarly, on using (4.30), 
and making the substitution v = ( b  - s)/(b - x) gives 
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where we have used (4.31) and (4.32). Combining (4.32) and (4.33) gives the first inequality 
in (4.26). 
For the second inequality in (4.26), we use Hblder's integrM inequality to obtain 
l ~bK,~(x,s)f('~+l)(s)ds < llf(n+l)(s)HP (ff  ,K,~(x,s),q ds) ~/q (4.34) 
~. - n [  " 
Now, from (4.15) and (4.30) 
f Ig,~(x,s)l q ds= Cq(s-a,x-s)ds--}- Cq(b-s ,s -x)ds  
where C is as defined in (4.27) and we have used (4.31) and (4.32). Substitution i to (4.34) gives 
the second inequality in (4.26). 
Finally, for the third inequality in (4.26), from (4.28), 
~ ~bKn(x,s)f(n+l)(s)ds 
{f f  f(~+~)(s) 1 Cn(S - a, x - s) ds <~ 
b (4.35) 
-'l- f Cn(b--s,s-x) f(n+l)(s) ds) 
< -~. Cn(X--a,O) [f(n-l-1)(S) ds-[-~/)n(b-x,O) f (n+l)(s)  ds , 
where, from (4.30), 
Hence, from (4.35) and (4.36) 
Un+3 
¢,~(u, 0) = (4.36) 
n+3"  
which, on using the fact that for X, Y E R 
_ X + Y X -Y  
max{X, Y) --T-+ -T -  
gives, from (4.28), the third inequality in (4.26). The theorem is now completely proved. I 
REMARK 11. The results of Theorem 21 may be compared with those of Theorem 19. Theorem 21 
is based on the single integral identity developed in Lemma 6, while Theorem 19 is based on the 
double integral identity representation for the bound. It may be noticed from (4.17) and (4.26) 
that the bounds are the same for f(n+l) E L~[a, b], that for f(,~+l) e Ll[a, b] the bound obtained 
in (4.17) is better and for f(~+l) E L,[a, b], ~ > 1, the result is inconclusive. 
1 f~ b ds 1 ~(x-a)n+3 (b~-x~+3t f(n+l)(.) 1 K'~(x's)f(n+l)(s) < ~maxl. n+3 ' n+3 
_ 1 [ma~{x_ a ,b_  x}]~+3 f¢~+1)(.) 1 
n!(n -1- 3) 
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5. OTHER INEQUAL IT IES  FOR THE 
EXPECTAT ION AND VARIANCE 
5.1. In t roduct ion  
Let f : [a, b] --* R be the p.d.f, of the random variable T and Mn be the moments about the 
origin so that 
M,~ := tnf(t)  dt. (5.1) 
Further, the expectation of the random variable T 
E(T) := M1 (5.2) 
and the variance c2(T) is defined as the second central moment about the expectation so that 
,b 
a2(T) := Ja (t - E(T)) s f(t)  dt, (5.3) 
giving, on simplification and using (5.1), 
a2(T) = M2 - M21 • (5.4) 
Based on the identity (see (3.10)) 
b 
aS(T) + [x - E(T)] 2 = f~ (x - t)2f(t) dt, (5.5) 
Barnett et al. [3] obtained a variety of bounds on the left-hand side of (5.5). Bounds involving 
higher order derivatives were obtained in [3], by substituting a Taylor series expansion for f(t) 
in (5.5), in terms of the Lp[a, b] norms of the resulting double integral. 
Barnett and Dragomir [28] obtained further esults for the variance based on the identity 
b / ,  
aS(T) + (E(T) - b) (E(T) - a) = Ja (t - a)(t - b)f(t) dt. (5.6) 
The aim of this section is to obtain a variety of bounds for the variance from an identity which 
regains (5.5) and (5.6) as special cases. Premature Grfiss, Chebychev and Lupa~ results are also 
obtained. Further, substitution of a Taylor expansion with integral remainder allows bounds 
to be obtained for the situation in which the p.d.f, is n-time differentiable. Taking a convex 
combination of expansions about two separate points allows for further generalisations and a 
number of novel results. 
5.2. Integra l  Ident i t ies 
The following lemma is interesting in itself as well (see [29]). 
LEMMA 7. Let f : [a, b] ---* • be a p.d.f, of the random variable T. Then, the following integral 
identity holds, involving the variance and expectation 
~2(T) + (E(T) - a) (E(T) - ~) = (t - a)(t - ~).f(t) dt, (5.7) 
where ~, ~ c [a, hi, and c~ < ~. 
PROOF. A simple expansion gives 
b(t _ f b f~ a)(t - j3)f(t) dt = [t 2 - (a + ~3)t + aft] f(t)  dt, 
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which, upon using (5.4) together with (5.1),(5.2) and the fact that f(.) is a p.d.L over [a, b], gives 
b 
f (t - a)(t - f l)f(t) dt = a2(T) + M~ - (a + fl)M1 + otfl (5.8) 
= a2(T) + (M1 - a) (M1 - fl), 
and hence (5.7) results on using (5.2). | 
REMARK 12. If we take a = fl = x, then identity (5.5) is recaptured from (5.7). If, further, 
x -- E(T),  then (5.3) results. Taking a = a and/3 = b in (5.7) gives identity (5.6). 
Another interesting identity in itself is the following one (see [29]). 
LEMMA 8. Let T be a random variable whose p.d.f, f : [a, b] ~ R is n-time differentiable and f(~) 
is absolutely continuous on [a, b]. Then, the following identity holds for z E [a, b]: 
(72(T) + (E(T) - a) (E(T) - fl) 
f(k)(z) (5.9) 
= [G+3(b - ~) - G+~(~ - z)] ~ + P~+1(z), 
k=0 
where 
and 
u~+l (~)  = r (7 -1 )  r ( r  - 1)~ 2 + 2 (r~ - 1) ~ - ~ + ~(~ + 1)~Z , 
with 
PROOF. 
f(t)  ~ (t - z k = -~f) f (k ) (z )+ lp ,~( t , z ) ,  
k=O 
for all t, z E [a, b] with pn(t, z) being given by (5.12). 
Substitution of (5.13) into (5.7) gives 
a2(T) + (E(T) - a) (E(T) - fl) 
b(t - a) (t - fl) (t - z) k dt k! + tG+l(z), 
k----0 
where R~+l(z) is as given by (5.11). 
NOW, 
b b -z  
fa ( t - -a ) ( t - - f l ) ( t - -  z) k d t= fa-z  uk(u+ z -a ) (u+ z - /3 )  du 
= [ 2-2 + + fi] 2 
- k+3 2 z ~-~+c~f l~- - -~ ~_ , 
(5.10) 
l f f  
Rn+l(Z) = ~ (t - c~)(t - fl)pn(t, z) dr, (5.11) 
pn(t, z)  = (t - sFf(n+1)(s) ds. (5.12) 
Using Taylor's formula with integral remainder and expanding about t = z gives 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
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and therefore 
b--z 
f b(t - a)(t - 8) (t - = Uk+s(u) , (5.15) Z) k dt 
a--z 
where, after some simplification, Ur+l(u) is as given in (5.10). Substitution of (5.15) into (5.14) 
readily produces result (5.9). | 
REMARK 13. Taking c~ = /9 = z = x reproduces an identity obtained by Barnett et al. [3]. 
Placing c~ = a and/9 = b with z = x gives an n-time differentiable generalisation of identity (5.6) 
and is thus a generatisation of the result by Barnett and Dragomir [28]. 
We may also state the identity (see [29]) incorporated in the following. 
LEMMA 9. Let T be a random variable with p.d.£ f : [a, b] -* l~ being n-time differentiable 
and f(n) absolutely continuous on [a, b]. Then, the following identity holds: 
a2(T) + (E(T) - a) (E(T) -/9) 
k=O 
+ (1 - ~) [Wk+3(b  - 8 )  - Wk+3(a  - 8 ) ] / (k ) (~)}  
J-~Rn+l(~) "-t- (1 - A)R,~+I(8), 
(5.16) 
where 
uk+2 
Vk+3(u) = (k + 3)(k + 2) [(k + 2)u - (8 - a)(k + 3)], 
~tk-t-2 
Wk+a(U) -- (k + 3)(k +2)  [ (k+2)u+ (8 -  a)(k +3)], 
and R~+I(.) is ~ given by (5.11). 
PROOF. From (5.12), on letting z = a, we obtain 
(5.17) 
k=0 
(5.18) 
where pn(t, .) is as given in (5.12). 
Additionally, taking z =/9 in (5.12) produces 
k! 
k=O 
(5.19) 
If we let A C [0, 1] and evaluate A. (5.18) + (1 - A). (5.19), we obtain 
k=0 
where 
U k 
pk(u) =-~! '  (5.21) 
and pn(t,') is as given by (5.12). 
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Substitution of (5.20) into (5.7) gives 
a2(T) + (E(T)  - a) (E(T) - ~) 
÷ + 1- } 
n b 
= E(k2F1) /a [)~(t--~)Pk+l(t--5)fl(k)(5) 
k=O 
+ (1 - A)(t - a)pk+l (t -- ~) f(k)(fl)] dt 
+ AP~+I(5) + (1 - )~)P~+I (f~), 
with Rn+l(. ) as  given by (5.11). 
Now, using (5.21) 
ff (t- ~)pk+~(t- 5) = dt 
and so, 
1 f b a) k+l (k + 1)! (t - ~) (t - dt 
1 ~b-a  
U k+l  [it - -  (/3 --  5) ]  du, 
(k + 1)! _~ 
b )1 b-~ a (t - ]3)pk+l (t - a) dt = Vk+3(u 
where Vk+3(u) is as given by (5.17). 
Similarly, interchanging 5 and fl, 
/j - -  u k+l  [u + ( f l  - a ) ]  du, (t - -  o~)PkTl ( t  - - /~)  dt -  (k + 1)! _~ 
giving 
)]~-~ 
L (t - 5)pk+l(t - j3) dt = Wk+3(u , 
a-f~ 
where Wk+3(u) is as given by (5.17). 
The lemma is thus completely proved. | 
REMARK 14. It may be noted that identity (5.16) is a generalization of (5.10) if a = fl = z. 
5.3. Bounds  Involving Lebesgue Norms of a Function and Premature  Results  
A number of bounds will now be derived using the identities developed in Section 5.2 in terms 
of a variety of norms. Here, I]" Hp, 1 < p _< oo are the usual Lebesgue norms on [a, b] (see 
Theorem 2 and formula (3.13)). 
The following result holds [29]. 
THEOREM 22. Let S : [a, b] --* R+ be the p.d.f, of the random variable T. Then, 
]a2(T) + (E(T)  - a ) (E (T )  - ]3)[ 
1 - [3(5-a) ~+ l l f l l~ 
for f e n~o[a,b]; (5.22) 
<_ [¢q(a -- a) + Bq(fl - 5) + Cq(b - fl)]Uq II/ll., 
i f f •Lp[a ,b ] ,p>l ,  _1+1=1;  
P q 
O(a,5,¢,b)l lf l l l ,  f • Ll[a,b], 
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where o/, fl @ [a, b] and o~ <_ fl, 
and 
Cq(X) = fo x u~(u + ~ - a) ~ du, 
X 
Bq(X)  = fo ~q(Z - o~ - ~)~ d~, 
O(a, o/, f~, b) = max (o / -  a)(/3 - a), , (b - a)(b - /3)  . 
PROOF. Prom identity (5.7), let 
Ro(a, ~, fl, b) = f b(t - o/)(t - ~) f ( t )  dt, 
and thus taking the modulus gives 
g b 
I~(a,o/,~,b)l _< II.fll~/ I(t-o/)(t-~)l dr. 
Ja 
Now, 
f [  [(t - c~)(t - ~)J dt  = (a - t ) ( f l  - t) dt  + (t - o/ ) (~ - t) dt 
+ (t - o/)(t - ~) dt 
I°-° = u(u + fl - o/) du + u(j3 - o~ - u) du 
+ u(u + ~3 - o 0 du 
1 
= ~ [(o/-  a) 3 + (b - Z) 3] 
(z O/)  3
A t. J 6 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
Then, 
Eq(a,o/ ,~,b)  = (o / - t )q ( j3 - t )qdt  + ( t -a )q ( f l - t )  q dt 
/) + (t - o/)q(t - ~)q dt 
= [tt(U -~ 1~ -- o/)]q du q- [u(~ - o/ - -  U)] q du 
~0 b-~ 
"~- [tt(~ -t- fl -- O~)] q du. 
A simple rearrangement of (5.27) and using (5.26) and (5.7) readily produces the first inequality 
in (5.22). 
From (5.23), by H61der's integral inequality, we obtain 
IRo(a, a, /3, b)l < Ilfllv I ( t -a )  (t - f~)] q dt (5.28) 
:= IlfllpE~/" (a, o/, Z, b). 
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Hence, from (5.28), the second inequality in (5.22) results, where Cq(.) and Bq(.) are as defined 
in (5.23). 
Now, for the last inequality in (5.22). From identity (5.7) and the inequality 
IRo(a,~,/3, b)l ~ sup I ( t -~) ( t -~) l  Ilflll, 
tE[a,b] 
we have 
sup I ( t - c~) ( t - /3 ) l=max / sup (a - t ) ( /3 - t ) ,  sup ( t -~) ( /3 - t ) ,  sup ( t -~) ( t - /3 )  / 
te[a,b] [tE[a,a) rE(a,/3) tE(~,b] ) 
=max{(o~-a)(/3-a),(~~--~'~-)2,(b-o~)(b-/3)} 
= o(a,~,/3,b), 
as given by (5.25) and hence the theorem is completely proved. I 
REMARK 15. If ~ =/3 = x is taken in (5.22), then the results of Barnett et al. [3] based around 
identity (5.5) are recaptured. In addition, if x = E(T),  then the bounds are on the variance 
alone. Taking a = a and ~ = b, the results of Barnett and Dragomir [28] are obtained. Some 
simplifications occur that have not as yet been developed, such as the result obtained from taking 
= a and/3 = x. 
I~EMARK 16. The Euclidean norm is of special interest so that if p = 2 and f E L2[a,b], then 
from (5.22), 
]a2(T) + (E(T) - a) (E(T) -/3)[ _< Hf[[2 [~)2( OL -- a) --~ B2(/3 - a)  + ¢2(b - /3)]1/2,  
where, from (5.23), 
Z 3 
¢2(X) = ~ [6X 2 + 15 (/3 - o~) X + 10(/3 - a)2],  
and 
X 3 
B2(X) = -~- [6X 2 - 15 (/3 - a) X + 10(/3 - a)2].  
In addition, if we take a =/3 = x, we obtain 
1 1/2 
(b - x)51 a2(T) + (E(T) - x) 2 < ~ [(x - a) 5 + J I lfl l2, 
and, for x = E(T), 
1 E(T))5 ] l lf l l2. a2(T) <_ --~ [(E (T) - a) s + (b - 
Taking a = a , /3  = b gives 
la2(T) + (E(T) - a) (b - E(T)) I <_ (b - a)5/2 Ilfll2, 
A premature Griiss inequality is embodied in the following theorem. It provides a sharper 
bound than the Griiss inequality (see [5] for a statement of the Grfiss inequality). 
The term premature is used to denote the fact that the result is obtained from not completing 
the proof of the Griiss inequality if one of the functions is known explicitly. The following theorem 
was proven in [25]. 
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THEOREM 23. Let h, g be integrable functions defined on [a, b] and let m 5 g(t) _< M. Then, 
where the Chebychev functional, 
with 
We may now state and prove the following result [29]. 
THEOREM 24. Let f : [a, b] -r R+ be a p.d.f. of the random variable T be such that for m < 
f < M, then 
where 
PROOF. Applying the premature Griiss result (5.29) by associating f (t) with g(t) and taking 
gives, on noting that M ( f )  = l/(b - a) since f is a p.d.f., 
where, from (5.30), 
T(h, h) = M (h2) - [ ~ ( h ) ] '  . 
Now, from (5.34) and (5.36) 
where 
That is, 
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Further, following a similar argument to the above, 
° 
M (h 2) = ~ (u - A)2(u - B) 2 du 
= ~ [u 2 -  (A+B)u+AB]  2 du 
= "~ {U 4 + (A + B)2u 2 + (AB) 2 
+ 2 [ABu 2 
lfo° = {u 4 
- AB(A + B)u - (A + B)u s] } du 
- 2(A + B)u 3 + [(A + B) 2 + 2AB] u 2 
(5.39) 
which is four times better. 
The following theorem holds [29]. 
I(a,a, fl, b) = - -  
(b - a)  3 
Then, 
THEOREM 25. Let f : [a, b] --* ]R and suppose that f(.) is differentiable and is such that 
:=  sup I f ' ( t ) l  < oc.  
tE[a,bl 
5 -a  
ITp] <- - -~  llf'l]~ I(a,a,/3, b), (5.40) 
where Tp is the perturbed result given by the left-hand side of (5.32) and I (a, a,/3, b) is as given 
by (5.33). 
PROOF. Let h, g : [a, 5] ~ ~ be absolutely continuous and h ~, g~ be bounded. Then, Chebychev's 
inequality holds (see [5]) 
[T(h,g)[< (b-a)2 sup ]h'(t)[. sup If(t)]. 
- v~ te[~,b] tell,b] 
Matid et al. [25], using a premature Gr/iss type argument, proved that 
b - a sup If(t)] TX/~, h). 
IT(h,g)l _< ~ toil,b] 
Thus, associating f(.) with g(.) and h(.) with (5.34) produces (5.40) where I(a, a, j3, 5) is as given 
by (5.33). | 
Another result is embodied in the following (see also [29]). 
- AB(A + B)u + (AB) 2} du 
D 4 (A + B) Da D 2 
- 5 2 + [ (A+B)  2 +2AB] -~- 
- A B e D  + (AB) 2. 
Thus, from (5.35), (5.37), and (5.38), we have, after some algebra, 
T(h,h) = -ff- ~ 1)+ . 
Using definitions (5.36), inequality (5.34), and identity (5.7), gives result (5.32) and, after some 
algebra, the theorem is thus proved. | 
REMARK 17. Taking a = a, /3 = 5 in (5.32),(5.33) recaptures the results obtained by Barnett 
and Dragomir [28] while allowing a =/3 = x reproduces the results in [3]. Note, from (5.33), 
that I(a, ~,/3, b) <_ 2(5 - a)3/3v~. In addition, note that if (c~ +/3)/2 = (a + 5)/2 in (5.33), then 
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THEOREM 26. Let f : [a, b] -* 1~ and suppose [a, fl] C [a, b]. Fhrther, suppose that f is locally 
absolutely continuous on (a, b) and let f '  6 L2(a, b). Then, 
I%1 -< b -____~ llS% I(a, ~, Z, b), (5.4I) 
71" 
where T v is the perturbed result given by the left-hand side of (5.32) and I(a, a, fl, b) is as given 
by (5.33). 
PROOF. The following result was obtained by Lupa~ (see [5]). For h,g : (a, b) -* R locally 
absolutely continuous on (a, b) and h', g' E L2(a, b), then, 
IT(h,g)] <_ (b -a )  2 ~.---~ IIh'l12 IIg'll~, 
where 
Ilk h : :  ~ Ik(t)l ~ dt , for k e n2(a,b). 
Moreover, Mati6 et al. [25] showed that 
]T(h,g)[ < b-_____~a [[g'[[2 ~ "  
71" 
Now, associating f(-) with g(.) and h(.) as given by (5.34) produces (5.41) where I(a, a,/9, b) is 
as found in (5.33). | 
5.4. Bounds  Involving Lebesgue Norms of the n th Derivat ive of a Funct ion 
In this section, bounds are obtained for f(~) E Lp[a, b], p _> 1 and n a nonnegative integer. 
The following result holds [29]. 
THEOREM 27. Let T be a random variable whose p.d.£ f : [a, b] -* R is n-time differentiable 
and S (n) is absolutely continuous on [a, b]. The following inequalities hold for z e [a, b]: 
T~ :: ~2(T) + (E(T)  - a) (E(T)  - fl) 
- ~ [Uk+3(b - z) - Uk+3(a - z)] f(k)(z) 
k=0 k 
_< I-~n+1 (z)[ 
(5.42) 
s 
where Uk+~(-) ~e  ~ droned by (5.10), 
2 - -Z  
¢~+~ (Xl, 2:2, z) = I~ln+~(u 2r Z -- O0(U -~- Z -- )~) du,  2:1 _~ 2:2. (5.43) 
1- -Z  
llf<-+l>ll  
[¢.+1(a, ~, z) - ¢ .+1(~, : ,  z) + ¢ .+1( : ,  b, z)] (n + 1)! ' 
f(n+l) e Lo~[a, b]; 
IIs  ÷l)ll  
[¢n+l/q(a, 0~, Z) - -  q)n+l/q(O~, t~, Z) Jr q~n+l/q(/~, b z)] n ! (nq  -1- ].)l/q ' 
f(~+l) e Lp[a,b], p > 1, 1_ + 1_ = 1; 
P q 
I1: -+1)11 feb(a, ~, z) - ¢~(~, ~, z) + ¢~(~, b, z)] n! ' 
f(,~+l) E Ll[a,b], 
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PROOF. From identity (5.9), on taking the modulus, we have 
'T~ = IP~+l(z)[, (5.44) 
where Rn+l(Z) is as given by (5.11) and (5.12). 
Now, 
1£ 
IR,~+Kz)I _< ~ I(t--a)(t--/~)pn(t,z)[ dt 
1 ~(a - t)(~ - t)Ip~(t, z)l dt + (t - a)(~ - t)Ipn(t, z)l dt (5.45) 
Further, using properties relating to the modulus and integral, and Hglder's integral inequality, 
gives 
- t  p 1/p - t  1/q 
I:.(t,z)l ___ /. :("+')(s) ds ./. It - sl  n" ds 
f t  f("+l)(s) ds , It-  zp 
dz 
t -- Z n+l 
sup~e[~,t] [f(n+l)(s) 1 ±n ~l  
t f(,~+l) s pds 1/p It -- zl ~q+l 
f ~ It- zp. f(n+l)(s) ds 
For f(n+l) E L~[a, b] using (5.46) and (5.45) gives 
and hence 
1/q 
, (5.46) 
iis(-+,) z) - ,n+3(. ,  z, z) + ¢.+3(z, b, z)] I/~+l(z)[ < (n+l ) [  
j~ x2 
¢=+I (xl, x2, z) = (t - ~)(t - /3)  It - zl '~+1 dt, 
1 
where 
which, on substitution ofu = t - z ,  produces (5.43) with 7 = 1 and so the first inequality in (5.42) 
is obtained. 
Now, for the second inequality in (5.42). Substitution of the second inequality from (5.46) 
into (5.45) gives, after substitution of u = t - z, 
II:(-+'II, 
IR,+l(z)l < n!(nq + 1)1/q [¢n+l/q(a, ~, z) - ¢~+1/q(~, Z, z) + ¢~+l/q(Z, b, z)], 
where ¢ is as defined in (5.43). 
Finally, the third inequality in (5.42) is obtained by placing the third inequality in (5.46) 
into (5.45). In the above, we have used the fact that the respective norms over any subinterval, 
as represented in (5.46), is less than or equal to the equivalent norm over [a, b]. | 
REMARK 18. Result (5.42) is very general, containing three parameters (x,fl, and z to be specified 
besides the degree of differentiability of the p.d.f.f .  
Perturbed results on T~ as defined by (5.42) will now be obtained [29]. 
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THEOREM 28. Let f : [a, b] --* R+, a p.d.£ of the random variable T, be such that dn+i <_ 
f('~+l)(t) _< Dn+l for t E [a, b]. Then, 
a2(T) + (E(T) - a) (E(T) - t3) 
where 
and 
f(k)(Z) 
- f i  [Uk+3(b - z) - Uk+~(~ - z)] kt 
k=0 
q-(-1)nj~(h)[ 1-£(b-z)k+lq-(-1)k(x-a)k+l ] k = o  (k + ), f(k)(z) 
< On(z). r(~,~,Z,b), 
- 2 
]~4(h) = - -  
(5.47) 
(b -  a)23 ( a + fl 2 a ) (b - a) + (~ - a)(~ - a), 
uk+3(.) axe as dea led  i~ ( iT ) ,  
I(a, a, ~, b) is as given by (5.33), 
PROOF. 
by (5.12) with g(t) and taking h(t) as defined in (5.34) gives 
JF 
- / 3 ) ~  d~ - AJ(h) • n! Jo ( t -~) ( t  p~(t,z) i (p , ( . , z ) )  
< F(z) - 7(z) (b - a) [T(h, h)] 1/2 
- -  2 
where T(h, h) is as defined in (5.36) and 
~(z) < p~(t, z___2 < r(z) ,  for t e [a, hi. 
- -  n [  - -  
Further, M(h)  is as given by (5.38) with A = a - a, B =/~ - a, and D = b - a. 
Now, 
(b - a) 
~! M (p,(.,z)) 
~u i f f f /  -= (t - s)~ f (~+1) (s) ds dt 
[z; ; ;  ] = 1 (t - s)nf  (n+D (s) ds dt + (t - s)nf  (n+l) (s) ds dt n! 
[ zz J:'; ! = 1__ _ (t - s)nf  (n+i) (s) dt ds + (t - s)'~f ('~+i)(s) dt ds n! 
1 [ L z ~j f(n+i)(s)ds+L n+, f(n+i)(s)ds ] = nU ( -1)"+i  (s It,--~'~nq-1 b (b- s) nq-1 
[// = (-1) n+l f (t)  dt - 
k=0 
(5.48) 
D~+, a) '~+1 (b z) '~+1] n even, 
On(z) = (n+ 1)! [ ( z -  + - , 
1 
max {(z - a)n+ldn+l, (b - z)n+lDn+l}, n odd. 
(n + 1)! 
Applying the premature Griiss result (5.29) and associating (1/n!)p=(t,z) as given 
(5.49) 
(5.50) 
(5.51) 
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where, to obtain the last result, we have used an identity obtained in [30, Lemma 2.1, equa- 
tion (2.1)] involving an Ostrowski result for n-time differentiable functions. 
We need to obtain the bounds on p,(t, z) for all t E [a, hi. We are given that 
dn+l <_ f(n+l)(t) <_ D,+I. (5.52) 
For the case t k z, from (5.52) we have 
dn+l . ds < n~ <- D=+I n! 
That is, 
and so for t >_ z, 
(t(n- +z)"+ll)! d.+l <_ --P"(t'Z)n! - < D.+I (tin ~_ l~) z) +1 , t E [z,b], 
- -  D (b - z) '~+l o < p.(t ,z)  < (5 .53)  
- -  n !  _ ,~+1 ( 'n~) . l  " 
For the situation t < z, two separate cases need to be considered. Namely, whether n is even or 
odd. 
From (5.52) we have 
dn+l /Z  (t - s)" ds <_ pn(t,z) / z  ( t -  s)n 
n! n~ < D,+I nf ds, (5.54) 
and so, for n even 
(z-t) '~+ld,+l <_ p~(t,z) <_ (z-t)=+lDn+l ' 
(n + 1)! n! (n + 1)! 
(z-t)'~+l D p~(t,z) < (z - t )  '~+1 
~n-~'~).l n+l _< n! - (n + 1)! d.+l ,  t e [a, z], 
giving for any t < z and n even 
(z - a) ~+1 p. ( t ,  z) < O. 
i~ ~_ ~)~ " Dn+l <_ n------jj-- " _ (5.55) 
If n is odd, then from (5.54) 
(z - t)-+~ p.(t, z) 
dn+l < < 
(n+ 1)! n! -- 
( z  - -  t) n+l 
(n + 1)! D ,+I ,  
giving 
(z - t) ~+1 (z - t) "+1 pn(t, z) < d,,+l, 
and so for t < z and n odd 
(z - a) .+l  0 < pn(t, Z____.~) < dn+l. 
- n !  - (n  + 1) !  
Thus, for n even, from (5.53) and (5.55), for all t E [a, b] 
t e [a, z], 
(5.56) 
(z - a) n+l D,~+l < - -  
(n + 1)! 
(b - z)  ~+1 pn(t, z) < D~+I. (5.57) 
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For n odd, from (5.53) and (5.56), for all t e [a, b] 
o _< pr~(t, z) 
n! 
1 
< (n + 1)! max {(z - a)'~+ld~+l, (b - z)~+lDn+l}.  
(5.58) 
Using (5.57) and (5.58) gives, from (5.49) and (5.50), O~(z) = r(z) -7 (z )  as defined in (5.48). 
Substitution of identity (5.9) into (5.49) and using the fact that I(a, a, fl, b) = (b -a) [T(h ,  h)] 1/2, 
where h is as defined by (5.36), produces (5.47). We have further, in (5.51), used the fact that f 
is a p.d.f. | 
REMARK 19. Chebychev and Lupa~ of Theorems 24 and 25 could be obtained here in a straight- 
forward fashion for the expressions on the left of (5.47). The bound would be different and involve 
the behaviour of f(~+2)(.) instead of f(n+~)(.). This, however, will not be pursued further. 
Finally, we have (see also [29]) the following. 
THEOREM 29. Let T be a random variable with p.d.£ f : [a, b] ~ N being n-time differentiable 
and f(n) is absolutely continuous on [a, b]. The following inequality holds: 
aN := a2(T) + (E(T)  - a) (E(T)  - /~) 
k=O 
+(1 - ~)[Wk+3(b - ~) - Wk+3(a - ~)] f (k ) (~)}  
_< m IR~+1(~)[ + (1 - A)IR~+I(/~)I 
IIs(o+ )ll  
[AYn+l(a) + (1 - ~) rn+l (~)  -~- (n+l (~ - o~)] (n "~- 1)! ' 
f(~+n E Loo[a, b]; 
IIs -+ )ll, 
[>,Yn+~/~(,~) + (1 - >,)Y,~+~/~(fi) + Cn+~/~(P - ~)]  n!(nq + 1)v~' 
< 
1 1 
S (~+1) C Lp[a,b], p > 1, - +-  = 1; 
P q 
I ls (~+l) l l  , 
p,Y,~(,~) + (1 - ~)Yn(~)  + cn(~ - ,~)] nt ' 
f(,~+l) E Ll[a, b]; 
(5.59) 
(5.60) 
where Vk+3('),  Wk+3(') are as defined in (5.17) and 
Y.+~(.)  = A(. - a) + B(b - .) (5.61) 
with 
Un-k~-b2 
g(u)  = (n + "7 + 3)(n + "7 + 2) [(n + "7 + 2)u + (fl - c~)(n + 7 + 3)], 
un+'r+2 
B(u) = (n+7+a) (n+7+2)  [ (n+7+2)u- ( f l -a ) (n+7+3)] ,  
-203 - a)~+~+ 2 
¢~+~(fi - a) = -2B( /~ - a) = (n + 7 + 3)(n + 7 + 2)" 
and (5.62) 
PROOF. Rearranging identity (5.16) and using the triangle inequality produces inequality (5.59). 
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Now, from the right-hand side of (5.42), let 
z .+~(~)  = x~+~(a ,  ~,/~, b, ~) 
= ¢~+~(~,  ~,  ~)  - ¢~+~(~, /3 ,  ~)  + ¢~+~(/3,  b, ~) .  
F rom (5.4a) ,  
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(5.63) 
fa 
° 
Cn+~, (a, a, a) = lu]'~+'Yu ( - (fl - a))  du 
--Or 
fo a-°t = u '*+ ' r+ l (u+/3 -oe)du=A(a-a ) ,  
¢,~+~(c~, 9  ~)  = u ~÷~÷1 (~ - (9  - ~) )  & = B(~ - a), 
and £2_° 
¢~+~ (/3, b, ~)  = ~n+~+l  (~ _ (/3 _ ~) )  du = B(b  - ~)  - B( /3  - ~). 
- -Cg  
Hence, substitution into (5.63) gives 
Xn+-f(a) =- A (a  - a) - 2B(f l  - a) + B(b  - a)  
and so 
xn+.~(~)  = Y,~+-,(~) + ¢,~+-,(/3 - ~) ,  (5.64) 
as defined in (5.61) and (5.62). 
Again, from the right-hand side of (5.42) and (5.61), let 
Xn+v(/3) = X,~+-~(a, ,/3, b,/3) 
(5.65) 
= Cn+~ (a, c~,/3) - ¢,~+~ (~,/3,/3) + ¢,~+~ (/3, b,/3). 
From (5.43) 
~ -~ = u '~+~+1 (u - (/3 - a)) du = B(/3 - a) - B(/3 - a),  
P 0 
¢~+.(~,/3,/3) = J . _e  lu~+~l ~(~ +/3 - ~) d~ 
= ~"+~+1 (~ - (/3 - ~) )  & = B( /3  - ~), 
and 
f0 b-~ ¢,~+~(/3, b /3) = M'~+"+l(u +/3 - a) du = A(b - /3 ) .  
Hence, substitution into (5.65) gives 
Xn+~(/3) = B(/3 - a) - 2B(/3 - a) + A(b - /3 ) ,  
and so, 
Xn+q,(fl) = Yn+~(/3) + ~n+~(~ - o~). (5.66) 
On using (5.42) and (5.59), we have, from (5.64) and (5.66), 
.~x,~+~(a) + (1 - ;9x,~+.~(/3) = ;~Y,~+~(oO + (x - :~)Yn+~(/3) + ¢.+.~(/~ - ~), 
and so (5.60) is obtained for 7 = 1, 1/q, and 0, respectively. | 
REMARK 20. Perturbed results on a,~ as defined in (5.60) may be obtained here in a similar 
fashion to those of Theorem 28. This, however, will not be pursued further here. 
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